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‘‘embodied, coperformed, evocative, and consequential’’ (99), while maintaining a strong ethics, is

tantamount to true autoethnographic performativity. Throughout Chapter Three she offers a

myriad of questions to help guide one through the process of reflection, reflexivity, and writing.

These questions seek connections between self and culture, body and identities. Sprychallenges the

reader to look openly at oppressive systems and the implications of the body within those systems.

She pushes the reader to go beyond guilt to another level of critique. A series of warm up activities

are also provided so the writer can take those first terrifying steps into performative writing.

Once the words are on the page and the body has been given voice, it is time for the performer to

move from the page to the stage in Chapters Four and Five. These two chapters focus on taking what

has been written and finding ways to better use the body to open up the dialogue surrounding the

written word. Chapter Four focuses on the creation of the performance for the stage and Chapter

Five focuses on the embodiment of what has been creatively staged. Spry guides the creators to the

understanding that ‘‘(l)ike composing performative autoethnography, performing performative

autoethnography is a method of inquiry and analysis that engages the body as the methodological

nexus upon which the text turns, move, lives’’ (159, emphasis in original). She advises the performer

that the ‘‘body, page and stage are interdependent’’ (176). She makes the performer aware that each

performance of the text will bring about new interpretations, reactions, and meanings. As the text

continues, Spry offers staging techniques, rehearsal techniques, and more questions and warm-ups

to challenge the performer beyond the surface to a more thorough embodiment.

She wraps up the text in Chapter Six with words of encouragement that continue to challenge

the reader to see the world through performance and autoethnographic performativities. She

challenges us to use the lens performance provides to see vulnerabilities as ways of learning and

growth toward the next performance.

Individuals in the process of creating their own work, as well as teachers leading a class of students

on an autoethnographic journey of/to self within culture, could use this text. At the end of each

chapter, Spry offers ‘‘Questions for Further Consideration’’ to push the pedagogical possibilities of

this work. Each chapter takes us step-by-step, challenging question by challenging question, to a

sense of agency and possibility. Spry draws from her own work, as well as the performances of her

students and colleagues, to offer examples of the power of performative writing to provide new ways

of knowing through the trials of loss, life, racism, rape, and whiteness.

Spry provides a text that will help the novice performer find a voice as she takes us on the

journey of her own discovery of voice. This book also offers up solid justification for performance

studies classes and the need to expose students to performative writing and autoethnographic

research. Spry includes substantial voices to support her claims and justification for the process.

This book provides a solid introduction to performance as method to all levels of students. While

its specific focus is on autoethnographic performative writing, this book is certainly not limited to

that context, as it introduces and embraces many of the possibilities of performance.

AMY ZSOHAR

Metropolitan State University of Denver

Tony E. Adams, Narrating the Closet: An Autoethnography of Same-Sex Attraction. Walnut Creek,

CA: Left Coast Press, 2011. 214 pp. $94.00 (hardback), $34.95 (paperback)

As I begin this review, I reflect back on only the most recent narrative arc of ‘‘close-to-coming-out’’

narratives I have witnessed. A student in my beginning performance class, a voice and anthropology

double major, has produced well-crafted and imaginative performances. He announces he will be

giving a vocal recital, and I attend. The program consists of four sets of songs, drawn from different
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national traditions, but which, taken together, produce a narrative of male-male love, tragically

ended by war. After the recital, I see the director of the campus LGBT center at the reception. I

mention that the student has been in my class; she does not elaborate on her connection with him,

though she does say that he has been ‘‘actively’’ involved in the Center. The next day, as I go to class,

I see a poster for a student-written musical ‘‘lesbian fairy tale’’: my student fills the poster, an image

of him, a somewhat burly, bearded young man with angels’ wings. In class I compliment him on his

recital and ask him to speak about the musical, which he does eagerly, mentioning he is playing

‘‘Gary the fairy.’’ Finally, for his last performance, he combines correspondence between himself and

a neurologist about music and brain science, weaving pieces of Oliver Sacks’ Musicophilia into the

performance. In post-performance discussion, when explaining a choice, he says, ‘‘When I

rehearsed it for my boyfriend, he said . . . ’’ And so, the process of leaving the closet and coming out

once again shows itself as dynamic and performative.

I include this story because Tony E. Adams’ new ‘‘autoethnography of same-sex attraction’’

invites readers to listen and respond with their own stories. The sticking point for me in my

own understanding of and response to autoethnography in the field of performance has often

been in my own inability to distinguish it, on the one hand, from memoirs (and ones that do

not always meet the standards of literary art I hold dear, at that) or from a rather imbalanced

‘‘speaking’’ about or within the practices and experiences of a culture*the ethnography gets

lost in the auto. What Adams’ book provides for me*and for any readers still navigating what

might be thought of as these two ‘‘dangerous shores’’ (Bacon)*is how to make the personal

and individual matter to the project of ethnography, and how to use ethnographic methods and

perspectives in processing and articulating individual experience. Adams provides a first-rate

example of how to bring these two potentially disparate endeavors into a wonderful,

productive, useful (the last a term of highest praise used by my own professor Wallace Bacon,

who hovers historically over this book and this review) relationship with each other.

Adams structures his book in a very accessible, logical way, and writes in language that is both

available to the general reader and yet complex enough for those seeking more familiar scholarly

apparatuses. He begins with a chapter establishing why his project matters and makes a strong,

moving argument through narration of his own experiences and those of his interviewees,

extrapolating from these lived stories how ‘‘the closet’’ has been and continues to be a structuring

element of all ‘‘same-sex attraction.’’ He makes appropriate use of those who have preceded him in

scholarly discourse, such as Judith Butler, Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick, and Judith Halberstam, but

brings his own insights to bear.

The three middle chapters each focus on a stage or phase of life in and around the closet:

‘‘coming in,’’ ‘‘being closeted,’’ and ‘‘coming out.’’ Throughout, he weaves an ongoing personal set of

narratives with those of others he has spoken with and, probably more importantly, listened to (and

listened with care). In each chapter, he works to extract general concepts, issues, and questions that

these various and varied narratives lead him to. He successfully avoids universalizing in any way

that places individual experience ‘‘conveniently’’ outside the precepts. The last two chapters

challenge the reader, the first with ‘‘paradoxes of the closet,’’ (109), experiences and seeming axioms

that stand in seemingly contradictory relationship to each other, the last with a call to action,

‘‘making change, writing hope’’ (129). While the book has a clear political and cultural position on

‘‘the closet’’ and ‘‘coming out,’’ it does an admirable job of maintaining a voice that invites further

discussion and individual choice in confronting the issues it raises.

Adams includes an epilogue that could serve as a model for any student or scholar who

wishes to enter into the world of autoethnography. He details with clarity his own research

process and reflects on challenges and problems he encountered. It is as good an argument for

the value of autoethnography as anything I have read.
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Adams’ book offers potential paths for drawing other, less currently popular, methods and

perspectives into the dialogue he creates, such as phenomenology. The move to phenomenology

seemed to me borne out of a commitment to bringing lived experience into a scholarly place. This

move also brings Adams’ book into conversation with a recent disciplinary return to what might be

called a neo-phenomenological project*such as Sara Ahmed’s excellent Queer Phenomenology. At

the other end of disciplinary approaches, Adams’ book is also highly compatible with work being

done on identity in disability studies, most particularly psychologist Carol Gill’s landmark work on

disability culture, individual process, and group inclusion.

In these particular days, the intersections between performance studies and queer studies seems

of special importance, particularly as we all struggle with what may feel like competing demands

between political action and scholarly perspective. Adams’ book is an eloquent demonstration that

there need not be*and perhaps we cannot afford to have*any real distinction between the two.

But he leaves all his readers the space to decide how they will make such ethical choices in personal

ways. There is much to learn from his example.

BRUCE HENDERSON

Ithaca College

Young, Vershawn Ashanti, with Bridget Harris Tsemo, eds. From Bourgeois to Boojie: Black Middle-

Class Performances. Detroit, MI: Wayne State UP, 2011. $24.95 (paperback)

In From Bourgeois to Boojie: Black Middle-Class Performances, Young and Tsemo argue ‘‘that

American racial history produces contemporary performances of class and how the very governing

structure of our society at one end creates a legal frame that leads us to privilege race over class and

at the other to judge a person’s class by his race’’ (19). The collection makes evident the rift that

continues to plague contemporary African American culture. This gap has evolved over time

because of some performances enacted by portions of the Black community striving to achieve

middle-class status. The assertion is that because middle-class Blackness is based on the behavior

patterned after White social norms, representations of what Blackness becomes are less ‘‘authentic.’’

The critical and creative works brought together in this stimulating book are anything but subtle. At

the intersection of race, gender, and sexuality, Young and Tsemo give us an intimate view of the

Black community and how this class divide is represented in American culture today.

This collection is a valuable contribution to many disciplines including, but not limited to,

Performance Studies. Scholars in Communication and Rhetorical Studies, Cultural Studies,

African-American History, African-American literature, African Studies, and Women’s and Gender

Studies will find this read refreshing in terms of how race is portrayed in our society. What is most

competently fleshed out for me, moreover, is the argument that race and gender are identities that

are not only performed but re-imagined.

This engaging text contains a foreword (Johnson, ‘‘The Journey from Bourgeois to Boojie’’). This

opening piece contrasts past performances of Black America to present-day representations. Next,
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